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Homeopathy for Health Care Professionals - Intermediate 

Methodological studies (principles & practice) - Q & A Worksheet

Unit  

Set reading for this week

We have allocated the following sections from your course
reader for attention this week. 

                Pages / sections

Reflection

When you have completed your selected reading, write short answers to the following discussion 

points and file this document into your learning portfolio.

1.

2. See over /
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Save this document under a new file name. 
Sign in to the portal. Go to 'my account'. 
Select 'on-going courses'. 
Select 'upload tutorial' and specify this document.



2.

3.

When you have completed this weeks reading and reflection, consider any questions or comments that you
would like to raise at the end of this week’s Clinical Tutorial. 
As an aide memoire, write down any points that you would like to discuss further in the space below.
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	Text26: 21
	Text28: Swayne, J. Homeopathic Method ISBN 0-443-05926-8, 
	Text27: Kaplan, B. The Homeopathic Conversation ISBN 1-903952-00-X, 
	Text29: pp 1 - 42
	Text30: pp 1 - 27
	Text33: 
	Text34: 
	Text32: 
	Text35: 
	Text36: Dr Kaplan cites Karl Ledermann and Georges Vithoulkas as influential in his own development. We have included a monograph by Ledermann and an open access video-lecture by Vithoulkas in this week's supplemental material.What central messages have you picked up from these extracts on the healing encounter / therapeutic interview?
	Text31: Why do you think Dr Kaplan has chosen to start his book with an account of his own career pathway?What do you consider has guided you most in your own training decisions and career choices?
	Text37: a. What does Swayne say about the interface between enquiry and treatment in homeopathic practice? Which other clinical disciplines does he mention in this context?b. What, according to Swayne, determines whether changes in prescribing behaviour ultimately become widely adopted in practice? Do you think this remains true today?
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